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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA

1.1.1 Legal
1.1.1.1 International Law
International agreements in Tanzania become part of the national law once it has been ratified. The
country has a monist system of international law. According to the Attorney General, the process for
ratification of international agreements is similar to the process for domestic legislation:

 The line ministry negotiates the agreement;
 A cabinet memorandum is drafted to be submitted to the Cabinet for approval of the agreement;
 The agreement is submitted to parliament for ratification;
 Following ratification, the national legislation is amended to incorporate the agreement into the
national law of Tanzania.

The ratification and domestication processes sometimes are done

simultaneously.
Tanzania does not consider a memorandum of understanding as legally binding. Agreements such as
the VLM MOU and the MCBRTA will be signed and implemented though, and the Attorney General is
willing to initiate the process of implementing the Tripartite Documents agreed on.

1.1.1.2 Domestic Law
To draft domestic legislation, the line ministry drafts proposed legislation which is submitted to the
Cabinet. Once Cabinet approves, the draft legislation is submitted to the Legislative Drafting section in
the Chambers of the Attorney General for scrutiny and certification. The proposed legislation is consulted
with stakeholders and the comments obtained from them are incorporated as far as is practical.
After the finalisation of the draft legislation it is submitted to parliament for the following steps 1:

 First Reading: The first reading stage of any bill is done by the Clerk at the Table reading the long title
of the Bill before the Assembly. At this stage no discussion takes place, instead, the Speaker refers
the Bill to the appropriate Standing Committee for consideration. The appropriate Standing
Committee has no power to amend a Bill referred to it but may request the Minister responsible for
the Bill to introduce an amendment to the Bill in the Assembly.

 Second Reading: After the Chairman of the appropriate Standing Committee has reported to the
Speaker that his Committee has concluded its consideration of the Bill, the Speaker orders the Bill to
be entered on the Order Paper ready for the Second Reading. At this stage, the Minister in charge of
the Bill moves a motion that the Bill be now read for the second time, gives detailed explanations to
the Assembly before the Members start debating the proposals contained therein. The Minister’s
speech is followed by a statement of the Chairman of the appropriate Standing Committee, which
considered the Bill and who outlines the views of the Committee regarding that bill. The official
spokesman for the opposition then takes the floor to give the views of the official Opposition regarding
the Bill. This is followed by a general debate by the Members regarding the merits or otherwise of the
bill.

 Committee of The Whole House: On completion of the general debate, the Assembly immediately
resolves itself into a Committee of the whole House. The Clerk calls the number of each clause in
1

Fact sheet by the Attorney General’s Chambers.
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succession together with any amendments which may have been made by the Minister in charge on
the Bill. The Presiding Officer (who at this stage is designated Chairman, not Speaker) puts the
question “that the Clause (or the clause as amended) be approved.

 Third Reading and Passing of the Bill: When the clauses of the Bill have been dealt with, the
Assembly resumes and the speaker returns to the Chair at the conclusion of the proceedings in the
Committee of the whole House. The Minister in-charge of the Bill then reports to the Assembly that
the Committee has considered the Bill, Clause by clause and approved the same. Thereafter he
requests the Assembly to concur with the findings of the Committee. At this stage the Assembly
votes, and if the majority of the MPs give their consent then the Bill has been passed by the House. If
the majority of MPs say ‘No’ then the Bill has been rejected by the Assembly.

 Assent to Bills: When a Bill has been passed by the Assembly, a printed copy of the Bill is submitted
by the Clerk of the National Assembly to the President for his assent or other order if the bill is
assented to then it becomes an Act of Parliament.

 Withhold Of Assent: In case the President withholds his assent to the Bill, he must return it to the
Assembly together with a statement of his reasons for withholding his assent to the Bill. After the Bill
is returned to the Assembly, it shall not be presented again to the President for his assent before the
expiration of six months since it was so returned. In order for it to be presented again to the
President, it must be supported by the votes of not less than two-thirds of all the Members of the
Assembly.

 If the Bill which was returned to the Assembly by the President, is passed again by the Assembly with
the support of not less than two-thirds of all the Members of the Assembly, and is presented a second
time to the President for his assent then the President is obliged to assent to the Bill within twenty one
days of its being presented to him, otherwise he must dissolve Parliament and call for a new election.

1.1.2 Institutional
Tanzania National Roads Agency (TANROADS): The Agency is responsible for the maintenance and
development of the trunk and regional road network in Tanzania Mainland Classified Road Network. The
total classified road network in Tanzania Mainland is estimated to be 87,581 km based on the Road Act,
2007.

The Ministry of Works through TANROADS is managing the National road network of about

34,445 km comprising 12,202 km of Trunk and 22,131 km of Regional roads. The remaining network of
about 53,136 km of Urban, District and Feeder Roads is under the responsibility of the President’s Office:
Regional Administration and Local Government (PO-RALG). In Zanzibar, management of road network
(1,250 km) is under Department of Roads and Maintenance.

Surface and Marine Transport Regulatory Authority (SUMATRA) has been established in terms of the
Surface and Marine Transport Regulatory Authority Act, 2001 and is tasked, among others, with the
functions of issuing, renewing, cancelling and amending Road Service Licences and Public Carrier's
Licences in accordance with the provisions of the Transport Licensing Act, 1973. In Zanzibar, Submarine
Licencing is under Zanzibar Maritime Authority and Road Licencing is under Department of Transport and
Licencing.
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Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications
The three sectors (works, transport and communication) have recently been merged, but are still housed
in different buildings and effectively operate as separate units to one Ministry.
The Ministry of Works, Transport and Communication is mandated for the formulation of policy regarding
Works, Construction, Transport and Transportation, Communication Technology (ICT), Posts and
Telecommunications policies. The Ministry also monitor the implementation of policies. The Ministry is
responsible for Roads, Bridges, Ferries and Mechanical Matters, Public Works and Government
Buildings; Engineering and Design Works as well as the Materials Laboratory, Transport Licensing, Civil
Aviation, Surface, Marine, Air and Rail Transportation; Harbours/Posts, Safety and Security of Transport
and Communication; Meteorology, the National ICT Broadband Back-Bone; Performance Improvement
and Development of Human Resources. In addition the Ministry is responsible for oversight of ExtraMinisterial Departments, Parastatal Organisations, Agencies and Projects which resort under it.
(a) Vision
To have high quality, safe, efficient, cost-effective and self-sustaining transport and meteorology,
infrastructure and services that adequately facilitates social-economic development of Tanzania by year
2025.
(b) Mission
To facilitate provision of an economic, safe and reliable transport and meteorology that meets the needs
of the Public through development and implementation of appropriate sector policies, strategies and
standards.
In Zanzibar, management of roads, communications and transport resorts under the Ministry of
Infrastructure, Communication and Transportation.

Roads Fund Board: The Board has various functions in terms of the Road and Fuel Tolls Act Cap 220
(Revised edition of 2006) which inter alia includes the collection of tolls and the identification of new
sources of income to the fund.

National Institute of Transport (NIT) is responsible for the training of transport professionals, including
vehicle inspectors and drivers.

The Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA) in relation to road traffic is responsible for:

 Motor vehicle registration;
 Motor vehicle transfer tax collection;
 Annual motor vehicle licensing; and
 Issuing of driving licences.
National Road Safety Council is responsible for coordinating of road safety activities and undertaking
research with regard to road safety matters.
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1.1.3 Vehicle Load Management
Tanzania is a member of the EAC and is therefore assented to the EAC Vehicle Load Control Act, 2016.
Currently loads on vehicles are managed in terms of the Road Traffic Act No. 30 of 1973 and its Road
Traffic (Maximum Weight of Vehicles) Regulations, 2001.
Overload control in Tanzania is performed by TANROADS on the trunk roads and a few important
regional roads. In a TANROADS paper on “Vehicle Overload Control on Trunk Roads in Tanzania”
published in November 2013 it was stated that overload control operations are carried out at 28
permanent weighbridge stations and also by using 17 mobile weigh scales. As of 2016 the number of
permanent weighbridges stations increased to 38 and 22 mobile weigh scales, due to the growth of
network. Protecting the road network against overloaded heavy vehicles is a high priority in Tanzania
since 95% of freight in the country and that from and to neighbouring countries is moved by road.

1.1.3.1 Policy Reforms

 Decriminalisation: the overload offence is not entirely decriminalised. To secure payment of fees,
an overloaded vehicle is detained free of charge by TANROADS for three days, after which a fee of
USD 20 per day is charged until proof of payment is produced. A fee of USD 2 000 is charged for
bypassing or “absconding” from a weighbridge. If the fee is not paid within 90 days, TANROADS may
auction the vehicle and goods to pay the fee. Decisions by TANROADS or its authorized officers may
be appealed to the Minister, and the Minister’s decisions may be appealed to the High Court under
the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act.

 Overload Fees: Generally overloading fees, rather than fines, are imposed “on the spot”.
Overloading fees for:
o
o

an axle or group of axles range from USD 8 for 100kg to USD 2 986 for 10 000kg or above;
gross vehicle mass range from USD 22 for 500kg to USD 35 000 for 31 500kg2.

However, the basis for the calculation of the overload fees is not stated. For an axle or group of
axles overloaded by one tonne, the Tanzanian fees exceed the fees calculated on the basis of the
VLM MOU by almost 110%. This means that Tanzania is overcharging for overloading offences. No
differentiation is made between single axles or axle groups. It is also not clear whether super single
tyres are regarded as dual tyres for purposes of calculating the overload fees, but TANROAD staff
members at the weighbridges do not differentiate and record super single tyres as dual tyres when a
possible overload is determined.
In addition, the existing overload fees do not distinguish between different axle configurations, i.e.
steering axles, driving axles, tandem or tridem axles and also not between axles with single or dual
wheels. If for example, a steering axle is overloaded by two tonne, it causes 60% more damage
than a driving axle which is overloaded by two tonne. If the overload fees are the same, it results in
the steering axle overload to be under-recovered.

1.1.3.2 Harmonisation
The overload offences and legal load limits are almost in line with that agreed on by the Tripartite.
However,

 Legal Definitions in Relation to Vehicles and Vehicle Load Management: Not all the definitions
are harmonised. In this case, special reference should be made to the definition of gross vehicle

2

PADECO: Study for the Harmonization of Vehicle Overload Control in the East African Community
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mass which is not linked to the mass permitted by the manufacturer for the vehicle or combination of
vehicles concerned. When the EAC VLC Act enters into force in Tanzania, the definitions will be in
line with the Tripartite -agreed definitions.

 Penalties and Demerit Points: The Drivers Licence Point System Regulations in 2014 (see Figure
1 below) were published in Government Notice No. 109 of 2014 and a points system is currently in
force in Tanzania.

 Electronic Payment of a Security Bond equal to the Overload Fee: Payments are not made
electronically. Payments are prescribed by the Regulations to be made either by cash or irrevocable
bank cheque in US dollars or its equivalent in Tanzanian shillings (abnormal loads permits are paid
and issued electronically).

1.1.3.3 Regional VLM Requirements
The establishment of the Vehicle Load Management Working group at the Tripartite level is a function of
the Tripartite, as well as the regional network of weighing stations, the regional performance audits, the
regional weighbridge operations and procedures manual and the exchange of information. As these are
functions of the Tripartite which need to be initiated by the Tripartite, Tanzania’s function in this regard is
to ensure its participation in the regional programme.

.
Figure 1: Demerit Point Regulations published in 2014
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1.1.3.4 Weighbridge Certification, Verification and Maintenance
While the current Regulations are silent on weighbridge certification, verification and maintenance, the
EAC Vehicle Load Control Act, 20163 explicitly requires the certification, verification and maintenance of
weighbridges.

1.1.3.5 Performance Based System
There are no performance-based (self-regulatory/ road transport management) systems in Tanzania.

1.1.3.6 Liability for Overload Offences
The vehicle owner is held liable for the payment of the overload fees.

1.1.3.7 Reciprocal Recognition
While the current Tanzania Regulations do not provide for reciprocal recognition of weighbridge
certificates and the authority of officers, the EAC Vehicle Load Control Act, 2016, does. With the
implementation of the EAC VLC Act 2016 in Tanzania, the law will prescribe reciprocal recognition of
weighbridge certificates within the EAC.

1.1.3.8 Tolerance
A tolerance of 5% is allowed in terms of the current Regulations.

1.1.3.9 Training
TANROADS has an in-house training programme and operational procedure manuals for their staff
members operating the various weighbridges.
The Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications covers a broader scope in its training programme.
Every year a specific focus for the training programme is decided on. Currently the programme focuses
on understanding PPP’s.

1.1.3.10 Transitional Provisions of the VLM MOU
Tanzania to a great extent already complies with the requirements of the VLM MOU. With the
implementation of the EAC VLC Act, 2016, Tanzania will be compliant with most of the VLM MOU
requirements.

1.1.3.11 Implementation Framework
The current government is considering a “dashboard” in accordance with which performance will be
measured. The implementation of the Tripartite Agreements could become part of this dashboard and
Tanzania will develop an implementation framework in accordance with the framework of the Tripartite.

3

According to Tanzanian officials, the EAC VLC Act is referred to as a 2016 Act. No evidence was found on the
Internet and none was provided by the officials that the EAC VLC Act, 2013 was assented to by the Tanzanian
parliament during 2016.
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1.1.4 Baseline requirements for Vehicle Standards
1.1.4.1 Equipment on Vehicles
Not all the standards agreed on by the Tripartite in relation to equipment on vehicles have been made
compulsory in Tanzania. The Tanzania Bureau of Standards will adopt the standards that have not yet
been adopted and it should be incorporated into the legislation.

1.1.4.2 Vehicle Dimensions and Regulations
Maximum Length:

 overall length of rigid vehicle 12.5m
 overall length of articulated vehicles 17.4m
 overall length of any combination of vehicles 22.0m
Maximum width of vehicles:

 2.65m
Maximum Height of vehicles:

 4.3m
The above dimensions are not totally in line with the Tripartite-accepted dimensions but they are in line
with the EAC VLC Act.

1.1.4.3 Loads on vehicles4
Maximum Gross Weight

 Two axle vehicle: 18 000 kg
 Three axle vehicle: 26 000 kg
 Four (or more) axle vehicle: 28 000 kg
 Vehicle plus semi-trailer with 3-axles: 28 000 kg
 Vehicle plus semi-trailer with 4-axles: 36 000 kg
 Vehicle plus semi-trailer with 5-axles: 44 000 kg
 Vehicle plus semi-trailer with 6-axles: 50 000 kg
 Vehicle and draw-bar trailer with 4-axles: 37 000 kg
 Vehicle and draw-bar trailer with 5-axles: 45 000 kg
 Vehicle and draw-bar trailer with 6-axles: 53 000 kg
 Vehicle and draw-bar trailer with 7-axles (or more): 56 000 kg

4

Road Traffic (Maximum Weight of Vehicles) Regulations, 2001
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Maximum Axle Loads
Type of axle

Number of Tyres

Tonne allowed

Single steering drive operated

2

8

Two steering drive operated

4

14

Single steering draw bar controlled

4

9

Single non-steering

2

8

Single non-steering

4

10

Tandem non-steering

4

12

Tandem non-steering

6

15

Tandem non-steering

8

18

Tandem steering (dolly)

8

16

Tandem super single

4

16

Triple non-steering

10

21

Triple non-steering

12

24

Triple super single tires

6

22.5

Liftable single (conventional)

4

10

Liftable single (super single)

2

8.5

1.1.4.4 Transportation of Dangerous Goods
The Road Traffic Act does not provide for the transportation of dangerous goods and the SADCstans
agreed on by the Tripartite have not been made compulsory by the Tanzania Bureau of Standards or
incorporated into the legislation.
However, the transportation of dangerous goods is regulated by the Ministry of Health, Community
Development, Elderly and Children in accordance with the SUMATRA Regulations for Dangerous Goods
2016 and EAC VLC Act. Copies of the above legislation were not provided and are not available on the
Internet. It could therefore not be established to which extent the legislation complies with the
SADCstans agreed on by the Tripartite.

1.1.4.5 Testing of Vehicles for Roadworthiness
The function of testing of vehicles on Tanzania Mainland is currently performed by the Tanzania Police
Force. In Zanzibar, the inspection is performed under Ministry of Infrastructure, Communications and
Transportation (Department of Transport and Licensing). Tanzania Bureau of Standards (TBS) made the
TZS 698: 2012(E): Road vehicles – Code of practice for inspection and testing of used motor vehicles for
road worthiness compulsory.
In accordance with the Pre-shipment Verification on Conformity to Standards (PVoC) program of TBS,
importers of used vehicles from Hong Kong, Japan, United Kingdom and United Arab Emirates are
required to have the vehicles inspected in accordance with TZS 698 in the country from which they are
imported before shipment to Tanzania. TBS issues an authorisation to companies in these countries that
are eligible to perform the pre-shipment inspection for imported motor vehicles. The National Institute of
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Transport (NIT) performs inspection of all vehicles entering Tanzania that have not been inspected in
accordance with the PVoC program of TBS.
The vehicle inspectors of the Police perform the manual vehicle inspections and when a vehicle is found
to roadworthy a manually completed roadworthiness certificate is issued in respect of the vehicle. The
disc is cut from the sheet and displayed on the windshield of the vehicle – see Figure 2.
In the case of a used vehicle being inspected for purpose of registration, the roadworthiness certificate is
presented together with the application for registration of the vehicle. However, since the particulars of
the certificate are not captured on a computerised system, verification of compliance in respect of a valid
roadworthiness certificate for goods and passenger vehicles is only performed visually by law
enforcement officers of the Police and SUMATRA by inspection of the disc.

.
Figure 2: Vehicle Roadworthiness Certificate Disc: private vehicle (left) & commercial vehicle
(right)

1.1.4.6 Evaluation of Vehicle Test Stations
Although the National Institute of Transport (NIT) presents training courses to vehicle inspectors, there is
no published standard or separate inspectorate for the evaluation of testing stations to verify compliance
of test equipment and test procedures by the Tanzania Police Force in Tanzania.

1.1.5 Baseline Requirements for Driver Standards
1.1.5.1 Driving Licence Categories Mainland Tanzania
Tanzania implemented the following driving licence categories on the mainland:
Motor cycles

 A – Licence to drive motor cycles with or without a sidecar and whose capacity exceeds 125cc or
230kg.

 A1 – Licence to drive motor cycles without sidecar and whose capacity is less than 125cc or 230kg.
 A2 – Licence to drive motor powered tricycles and quadricycles.
 A3 – Licence to drive moped whose capacity does not exceed 50cc.
Private Vehicles

 B – Licence to drive all types of motor vehicles except motor cycles, commercial, heavy duty and
public service vehicles.
1 February 2017
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Public Service Vehicles

 C – Licence to drive public service vehicles with seating capacity of 30 and more passengers in
addition to the driver, Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a maximum
authorized mass of not more than 750kg. Applicants must have held Class CI or E license for a
period of not less than three years.

 C1 – Licence to drive public service vehicles with a seating capacity of 15 but less than 30
passengers in addition to the driver. Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having
maximum authorized mass of not more than 750kg. Applicants must have held Class D license for a
period of not less than three years.

 C2 – Licence to drive public service vehicles with seating of four but less than fifteen passengers.
Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having maximum authorized mass of not
more than 750kg. Applicants must have held Class D license for a period of not less than three years.

 C3 – Licence to drive public services vehicles with a seating capacity of four or less passengers
inclusive the driver. Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a maximum
authorized mass of not more than 750kg. Applicants must have held a Class D license for not less
than three years.

Commercial Light Duty Vehicles

 D – Licence to drive all types of vehicles except motor cycles, heavy duty and public service vehicles.
Commercial Heavy Duty Vehicles

 E – Licence to drive all types of vehicles except motor cycles and public serves vehicles. Applicants
must have held Class D License for not less than three years.

Track Laying Vehicles

 F – Licence to drive track laying vehicles steered by their tracks.
Farm/ Mine Vehicles

 G – Licence to drive farm or mine vehicles.
Learners

 H – Provisional licence for learner
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Although some of the descriptions of the Tanzanian driving licence categories correspond to the
descriptions in the Baseline Requirements, the symbols (codes) assigned do not correspond and hence
the Tanzanian driving licence categories do not comply with the Baseline Requirements. The differences
are highlighted in the table below (equivalent Baseline Category is stated in brackets below the Tanzania
licence categories):
Licence
Category
A
(A)

A1 & A3
(A1)
A2
(B1)

B &C3 & D
(B)

B
(BE)

Definition

Pictograph

Motorcycle without a sidecar, with a cubic capacity exceeding 125cm 3

Light motorcycle without a sidecar with a cubic capacity not exceeding
125cm3 or propelled by electrical power, or vehicle having pedals and
engine or electrical motor.

Motor powered tricycles and quadricycles.

Motor vehicles with a maximum authorised mass not exceeding 3 500kg
and having not more than 8 seats in addition to the driver's seat; motor
vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a
maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg.
Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in
category B above and its trailer(s) a maximum authorised mass
exceeding 750kg.

C & C1
(D)

Motor vehicles used for the carriage of persons and having more than
16 seats in addition to the driver’s seat; motor vehicles in this category
may be combined with a trailer having a maximum authorised mass
which does not exceed 750kg.

?
(DE)

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in
category D above and its trailer has a maximum authorised mass
exceeding 750kg.

C2
(D1)

Motor vehicles used for the carriage of persons and having more than 8
seats but not more than 16 seats in addition to the driver’s seat; motor
vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a
maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg.

?
(D1E)

Motor vehicles in category D1 above combined with a trailer having a
maximum authorised mass exceeding 750kg.

E
(C)

Motor vehicles whose maximum authorised mass is over 16 000kg;
motor vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a
maximum authorised mass which does not exceed 750kg.

E
(CE)

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in
category C above and its trailer(s) a maximum authorised mass
exceeding 750kg.

E
(C1)

Motor vehicles whose maximum authorised mass is over 3 500kg but
not more than 16 000kg; motor vehicles in this category may be
combined with a trailer having a maximum authorised mass which does
not exceed 750kg.
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Definition

Pictograph

Combination of motor vehicles consisting of the tractor vehicle in
category C1 above combined with a trailer having a maximum
authorized mass exceeding 750kg.

Track laying vehicles

Farm or mine vehicles

Provisional licence for learner

The categories F and G should be vehicle restrictions limiting the licence holder to tractors and/or
industrial/agricultural equipment only in accordance with the Baseline Requirements rather than a
separate authorisation to drive a tractor, farm or mine or track laying (construction) vehicle. In this
manner the size of the tractor in respect of which the applicant was tested for example can be matched to
the categories B, C1 and C, instead of passing the driving test for example on a small tractor and then be
allowed to drive very large tractor.
Likewise, the category H should be issued as a learner licence similar to other countries in the region
rather than a separate driving licence category.

1.1.5.2 Driving Licence Card Mainland Tanzania
The driving licence document issued in mainland Tanzania does not fully comply with the form and format
of the Baseline Requirements.

Figure 3: Tanzania Driving Licence Card

In addition, the following is noted to be non-compliant with the Baseline Requirements:

 Validity period of 3 years instead of 5 years.
 No provision for the recording of driver restrictions (use of corrective lenses or artificial limb) or
vehicle restrictions (automatic transmission or vehicle adapted for physically disabled).
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 Symbol of tyre on the front of the card which appear to designate some competency which is not
declared on the back of the card.

1.1.5.3 PrDP Mainland Tanzania
Tripartite members may issue a second document in respect of the PrDP authorisation instead of
endorsing same on the driving licence, provided that it is clearly stated that the PrDP is not a driving
licence and must be accompanied by a valid driving licence.
But for the following additional requirements relating to the public service vehicle (class C) or commercial
heavy duty (class E) group of driving licence categories (referred to as a class C or class E conversion),
TRA does not issue a PrDP in respect of the transportation of Goods, Passengers or Dangerous Goods:

 Class C – Applicants must have held Class C1 or E license for a period of not less than three years
(applicant effectively at least 24 years of age).

 Class C1, C2 & C3 – Applicants must have held Class D license for a period of not less than three
years (applicant effectively at least 21 years of age).

 Class E – Applicants must have held Class D license for a period of not less than three years
(applicant effectively at least 21 years of age).

 Applicant must have obtained a certificate of competence for the appropriate category (C, C1, C2, C3
or E)) from the Police after presenting his/her existing licence to the Police.

 Applicant must have obtained a PCV certificate (bus training) from NIT or Vocational Education and
Training Authority (VETA).

1.1.5.4 Driving Licence Categories Zanzibar
In addition to the above mentioned categories issued on the mainland, Tanzania implemented the
following driving licence categories on Zanzibar:
Motor cycles

 M - Licence to drive motor cycles whose capacity does not exceed 50cc (category A3 on mainland)
Public Service Vehicles

 D – Licence to drive public service vehicles with seating capacity of 30 and more passengers in
addition to the driver, Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having a maximum
authorized mass of not more than 750kg. Applicants must have held Class CI or E license for a
period of not less than three years (category C on mainland)

 D1 – Licence to drive public service vehicles with a seating capacity of 15 but less than 30
passengers in addition to the driver. Vehicles in this category may be combined with a trailer having
maximum authorized mass of not more than 750kg. Applicants must have held Class D license for a
period of not less than three years (category C1 on mainland)

Commercial Light Duty Vehicles

 C1 – Licence to drive Goods vehicles below 3.5 Tonnes (category D on mainland)
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Commercial Heavy Duty Vehicles

 C – Licence to drive Goods vehicles above 3.5 Tonnes (category E on mainland)
Farm/ Industrial Vehicles

 E – Licence to drive tractors only (category G on mainland)
 F – Licence to drive industrial and construction equipment (category F or G on mainland)
Learners

 L – Provisional licence for learner (category H on mainland)
These driving licence categories of Zanzibar are in conflict with the mainland and do not comply with the
Baseline Requirements either. Since the holders of driving licences issued on Zanzibar are also eligible
to drive on the mainland, the conflicting symbols used and the discrepancies in the definitions of the
various categories would be most confusing to law enforcement officers in Tanzania and the other
member states of the Tripartite – see examples in table below.
Symbol

Definition Zanzibar

Definition Mainland

C1

Licence to drive Light Goods Vehicles
below 3.5 Tonnes

Licence to drive Public Service Vehicles with a
seating capacity of 15 but less than 30 passengers in
addition to the driver

D

Licence to drive Public Service Vehicles
with seating capacity of 30 and more
passengers in addition to the driver,

Licence to drive all types of vehicles except motor
cycles, heavy duty and public service vehicles, ie
Commercial Light Duty Vehicles.

Hence it is recommended that the implementation of the Tripartite agreed implementation of the driving
licence categories defined in the UN Convention on Road Traffic of 1968 be prioritised in Tanzania.

1.1.5.5 Training and Testing of Drivers and Professional Drivers
Driving schools and driving instructors are regulated and registered by the Tanzania Police Force. No
copy of the EAC Harmonised Training Curriculum for HGV and PSV driver training curriculum was made
available, but would be used by driving schools and instructors once it is implemented.
A person who wishes to obtain a provisional driving licence first makes payment of the test fee to the
TRA, then approach the Police to be tested. Should the examiner be satisfied with the applicant's
knowledge of the road signs and rules of the road, he/she authorises the issuing of the provisional driving
licence and the applicant returns to the TRA for the driving licence of class H valid for only 3 months to be
issued – see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Provisional Driving (Learner) Licence

[copy to be provided by TRA]

TRA requires an applicant who wishes to obtain a driving licence for the first time to have attended a
recognised driving school and have been awarded a certificate. Furthermore, the applicant must have an
eye test certificate. Then the applicant submits the application to TRA, make payment of the prescribed
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fees and approach the Police to be tested. The applicant must be at least 18 years of age when applying
for a motor vehicle driving licence and over 16 years of age when applying for a motor cycle licence. If
the examiner at the Police is satisfied that the applicant has the required skills to safely control the class
of vehicle applied for (classes A, B, D, F or G), the examiner issues a certificate of competence
accordingly. The applicant then returns to TRA with the certificate of competence to be issued with the
driving licence card – see Figure 3.

1.1.6 Baseline Requirements for Compliance and Law Enforcement
1.1.6.1 Road Transport Management System (RTMS)
Refer to paragraph 1.1.3.5 for details regarding the absence of a Self-Regulatory Road Transport
Management System in Tanzania.

1.1.6.2 Enforcement Procedures for Foreign Operators and Drivers
There is no distinction between the enforcement procedures in relation to foreign and local operators.

1.1.7 Exchange of Information
1.1.7.1 System
TRA is responsible for vehicle registration and licensing as well as driver licensing and uses a
computerised system for the following:

 Vehicle registration
 Vehicle licensing
 Driver licensing
No details regarding the systems used by TRA were shared as the Commissioner for Domestic Revenue
regarded the functioning of the system as confidential.

1.1.7.2 Registration of vehicles
The TRA registration process requires a person to be 18 years and above in order to be registered owner
of a motor vehicle, and 14 years and above to be registered as motorcycle owner.
documents must be submitted to the TRA office:

The following

 Application for motor vehicle registration form (MV10) properly filled by the applicant
 Customs declaration: Tanzania Single Administrative Document (TANSAD) and release order
 Bank Pay in Slip to prove duty paid.
 A copy of the owner's taxpayer identification (TIN) certificate.
 Cancellation certificate or registration card (used vehicles)
 Interpol letter (if the vehicle is imported from another country)
 Tax invoice (if vehicle is purchased from local car dealer)
The application form MV10 makes provision for the details of both the title holder and owner to be
recorded on the system. Upon payment of the registration tax which is based on the engine capacity of
the vehicle, the registration the vehicle registration card/ certificate is issued to the title holder.
1 February 2017
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Similar to the practice followed by most of the Tripartite members, a single vehicle registration certificate
is issued in Tanzania which records both the title holder/owner and vehicle details (see Figure 5 below).

Figure 5: Vehicle Registration Card/ Certificate

[copy to be provided by TRA]

Change of ownership is performed in a similar manner by visiting using the TRA office and submission of
the transfer application form together with the registration card/ certificate. Upon payment of the transfer
tax, a new registration card/ certificate is printed in the name of the buyer of the vehicle.

1.1.7.3 Licensing of Vehicles
All registered vehicles must be licensed and upon payment of the annual licence fees, the vehicle is
licensed by TRA and a licence disc is printed to be displayed in the windscreen of the vehicle. The
annual licence fees are based on the engine capacity of the vehicle.

Figure 6: Examples of Vehicle Licence Discs issued by TRA

1.1.7.4 Registration of Operators
SUMATRA licences the following transport operations in respect of:

 a goods vehicle – a Public Carrier's Licence which entitles the holder thereof to use the authorized
vehicle either
o
o

for the carriage of goods for hire or reward, or
for the carriage of goods for or in connection with any trade or business carried on by the holder.

 a public service vehicle – a Road Service Licence entitles the holder thereof to use the authorized
vehicle for the carriage of passengers and their baggage for hire or reward – see Figure 7.
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Any motor vehicle with carrying capacity of seven persons and above is required to apply for Road
Service Licence. Any motor vehicle with carrying capacity of four persons and above used for hire or
reward is required to apply for Road Service Licence with SUMATRA who issues short term and long
term licences. Short term licences are valid for a period of not exceeding three months and long term
licences are valid for a period of one year. The application forms are filled in duplicates with the following
attachments:

 vehicle registration cards
 vehicle inspection report
 valid insurance certificate
 previous licence (for renewals)
The applicant has to pay application processing fee and the licence fees which vary according to the
vehicle capacity and duration of the licence to be issued.
Intra Regions Licence
For Regions with SUMATRA Zonal Offices or Branches, the licences are issued at Zonal
Offices/Branches.
The Regions without SUMATRA Zonal Offices/Branches the licences are issued at SUMATRA Regional
Offices under Regional Administrative Secretaries (RAS) guidance.
InterCity/Town and Pan Territorial Licences
Intercity/town and Pan Territorial Licences are issued at Zonal Offices and Headquarters.
Routes and Timetables
The route, time table and bus fares are subject to SUMATRA’s approval.

The Licences issued carry the conditions of licence and license stickers. The Licence sticker must be
displayed on windscreen of a vehicle and the conditions retained by the vehicle owner.

Figure 7: Examples of different Road Service Licence stickers issued by SUMATRA

Any operator of goods vehicles applying for a Public Carrier's Licence submits the application in a similar
manner.
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Figure 8: Example of Public Carrier's Licence

[copy to be provided by SUMATRA]

The licences are issued by hand and SUMATRA has no link to the vehicle register at TRA to verify
vehicle and ownership particulars.
The current operator registration process in Tanzania includes elements of the proposed provisions of the
MCBRTA, but is not compliant and will require a number of changes when the MCBRTA is signed and
implemented in Tanzania.

1.1.7.5 Offence and Accident Register
The Tanzania Police Force is responsible for traffic law enforcement. Officers assigned to traffic policing
issues the hand written notification of traffic offences on Form PF101 in Figure 9 as a spot fine to a driver
who committed a minor infringement.

Figure 9: Handwritten Offence Notice issued by Tanzania Police Force (left) and computer
generated Offence Notice in pilot project (right)
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The driver must respond within 7 days by electing to answer in court to the charge or to admit guilt and
pay the fine. Should the driver elect to go to court, Part A of the notice is completed and returned to the
police. Should the driver admit guilt then Part B of the notice must be completed and the fine paid. A
grace period of 3 days is allowed, but if the driver fails to pay the fine within 10 days, the driver is to be
summonsed to court for a hearing.
The police's role is to apprehend offenders, investigate and collect evidence, particularly in the case of
accidents. The police send the file to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) to decide whether to
prosecute and then proceed to prepare the charges and lead the prosecution in court of cases that are
prosecuted. The police advised that a delay is experienced in cases being taken to court, from the time
that the case file is sent to the DPP until charges being prepared.
Although both the Tanzania Police Force and Interpol have online access to the vehicle register at TRA
and the Tanzania Police Force also have online access to the driver register at TRA, no computerised
system is used by the police in the administration of handwritten notices issued and fine payments
received and neither is a computerised system used by the DPP in the administration and management
of the court process.

Figure 10: Most frequently used charges in respect of minor offences on back of Offence Notice
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However, the police have run a pilot project in which outstanding notices where the driver failed to
respond in 10 days were captured on a computer system and an Automatic Number Plate Recognition
(ANPR) camera was used to identify vehicles that were involved in offences in respect of which the driver
failed to respond. When the camera identified a vehicle, the police stopped the vehicle and performed a
query on the driving licence number of the driver using a hand held computer and printed the details of
the outstanding notice on a thermal slip printer at the road side.
This system was also used to issue spot fines for minor offences observed by officers carrying handheld
computers with a thermal slip printer at the road side (see Figure 9). However, problems were
experienced with the pilot as the internet service of cell phone companies was not stable at the time when
a payment of the fine amount was made from a cell phone and implementation beyond the pilot did not
proceed.
Accidents are reported to the Tanzania Police Force who attend to the scene of a serious accident and
complete an accident report in respect of such accident. In the case of serious accidents where injuries
were sustained or fatalities occurred, the police investigate the accident with a view to allow the DPP to
decide whether an offending driver caused the accident and should be prosecuted.
The accident reports are recorded at each police station in order to compile statistics on the number of
accidents and fatalities.

1.1.7.6 Overload Control
TANROADS staff members operate 38 permanent and 22 mobile weighbridges in Tanzania. A variety of
standard scale systems is used at these weighbridges with the result that a centralised database cannot
be created to store the details of all vehicles processed at weighbridges across Tanzania. This results in
weigh and prosecution data only being stored locally on the workstation at the weighbridge without any
remote backup. Neither the TANROADS head office, nor the TANROADS regional offices have direct
access to any data stored at a weighbridges, but will have to request the information to be retrieved
manually.
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Figure 11: Variety of Systems is used at Weighbridges

Reporting is difficult and tedious as these standard scale systems do not allow for customised reporting.
Consequently a staff member at each weighbridge is tasked with capturing the information as available
on the weigh-slip for each processed vehicle.

Figure 12: Retyping information from a Weigh-slip into MS Excel for reporting

The legal requirement to complete a TFN-808 (see Figure 13) in triplicate creates logistical filing
challenges for such a volume of paper documents at the weighbridges – the original is issued to the
driver, one copy is kept at the weighbridge and the last copy is sent back to TANROADS. The copy kept
at the weighbridge is to be stored safely and securely at the WS for a period of 5 to 10 years.
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Figure 13: TFN-808 – manually completed in respect of each overloaded vehicle

The standard scale systems in use are unable to print or recreate a TFN-808. Instead, it is opted to print
a weigh-slip and complete the TFN-808 by hand, which is an unnecessary waste of resources as a
baseline compliant weighbridge management system could generate it much quicker. But even more
important, a baseline compliant weighbridge management system would accurately state on the computer
generated TF-808 the extent of overload shown on the weigh-slip.

Figure 14: Various Weigh-slips printed by Scale Systems from which TFN-808 is completed

Furthermore, the standard scale systems supplied by the scale manufacturers are not ideally suited for a
law enforcement application and allow the user to cancel or exit the weighing procedure at any time
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without leaving any trace whatsoever that the vehicle in question was ever weighed at the weighbridge. A
baseline compliant weighbridge management system would negate this risk as various tools and
technologies are integrated to record an undeletable audit trail, prevent human intervention and force the
user to complete processing once an overload has been detected by the equipment. The implementation
of such compliant system being able to communicate with a centralised database will effectively eliminate
the need to maintain paper copies of the TFN-808 at the weighbridge and TANROADS offices as it will be
available on the system for reprint and audit purposes.
Vigwaza is currently only weighbridge with Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) installed, but lacks the integration
between the weigh record of a vehicle on the WIM and the weigh record of the very same vehicle on the
static scale in accordance with the baseline requirements. But for Vigwaza, no ANPR cameras have
been installed at any of the other weighbridges.
However, without the integration of the WIM records into the baseline compliant weighbridge
management system, there is no record after the fact of the WIM violations and vehicles which were
identified to be overloaded on the WIM, all of which were supposed to be weighed on the static scale to
either confirm the WIM detection of confirm that the vehicle is in fact not overloaded – see Figure 15.

Figure 15: Stand-alone WIM display at Vigwaza showing WIM violations and detected overloaded
vehicles which should be matched to the records of the same vehicles on the static scale.

1.1.7.7 Summary
The status quo in respect of the computerised systems and registers currently operational can be
summarised as follows:
No

Register

Computerised System

1

Vehicles

TRA system for vehicle registration and licensing.
No information
requirements.

available

to

assess

compliance

2

Vehicle fitness

Manual inspections performed by Tanzania Police Force.

3

Drivers and
professional drivers

TRA system for driver licensing.
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Computerised System
requirements.

4

Driving Codes

Not compliant with the baseline requirements.

5

Driver Training

Driving schools and instructors registered by Tanzania Police Force.
Formal driver training by driving school mandatory. No curriculum
available.

6

Operators

Licences issued manually by SUMATRA. Current process will have to
be adapted in accordance with baseline requirements.

7

Overloading

Variety of scale manufacturer systems used, none of which are
compliant.
No integration between WIM and scale at Vigwaza weighbridge which
are reported on separate systems.
Prosecution document is manually transcribed at all weighbridges. Not
compliant with baseline requirements.

8

Law Enforcement

No computerised system is used by the Tanzania Police Force and all
prosecution documents are handwritten. No computerised system is
used for court administration. Not compliant with baseline requirements.
Demerit points regulations have been published but no information
available regarding the computerised system on which the demerit point
system is administered.

9

Online Processing
from all Offices

No information available in respect of TRA vehicle and driver systems to
assess compliance with baseline requirements.
No online processing of operator registration by SUMATRA.
Stand-alone weighbridge systems.
Law enforcement manually performed.

10

Online System
Integration

No information available in respect of TRA vehicle and driver systems to
assess compliance with baseline requirements.
No other systems integration.

1.1.8 Cross-Border Transportation
1.1.8.1 Corridor Management
The major trade corridors traversing Botswana are the following (see Figure 16):

 Arusha Corridor
 Central Corridor
 Dar es Salaam Corridor
 Mtwara Corridor
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Figure 16: Major trade corridors traversing Tanzania

1.1.8.2 Cross-Border Permits & Customs Procedures
Since all foreign goods and passenger vehicles participating in cross border transportation are required to
have permits in terms of EAC, SADC or bilateral agreements, no operator registration or "temporary
importation permits" in respect of such vehicles are required by Customs Services of the TRA.
The information in respect of foreign vehicles, drivers and operators will be accessible on TRIPS to law
enforcement officers, TANROADS and SUMATRA. It is therefore suggested that Customs Services may
also access and verify particulars relating to foreign operators, vehicles and drivers (if the need arises) on
TRIPS.

1.1.9 Regional Weighbridges
1.1.9.1 Location
The RWBLP identified regional weighbridges at:

 Longido in relation to the Arusha Corridor – see Figure 17
 Vigwaza, Manyoni and Nyakanazi in relation to the Central Corridor – see Figure 18
 Vigwaza and Makambako in relation to the Dar es Salaam Corridor – see Figure 19
 Tunduru in relation to the Mtwara Corridor – see Figure 20
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It is recommended that the location and number of weighbridges other than those identified in the
RWBLP be reviewed in accordance with the principles in the RWBLP and TANROADS should review the
design of the existing weigh stations identified as regional weigh stations, as well as the information
systems at those weigh stations. The needs to adapt these weigh stations to the level in the RWBLP
should be determined.

Figure 17: Arusha Corridor
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Figure 18: Central Corridor

Figure 19: Dar es Salaam Corridor
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Figure 20: Mtwara Corridor

1.1.9.2 Design
None of the existing weighbridges are compliant with the standards stated in the RWBLP. It is
recommended that the design of the existing weighbridges that continue to be operated, be reviewed
accordingly. Furthermore, that the following weighbridges be upgraded or constructed in accordance with
the design standards set in the RWBLP:

 On the Arusha Corridor, the existing weigh station at Longido is to be upgraded to a Small Type 2
weigh station (see Figure 21) as recommended.

 On the Central Corridor there are currently no weigh stations at Manyoni or Nyakanazi. Manyoni is
recommended to become a Large Type 2 single weigh station with in road screening in both
directions of travel and Nyakanazi is recommended to become a Small Type 2 weigh station (see
Figure 21).

 Vigwaza is an existing weigh station serving both the Central and the Dar es Salaam Corridors and
should be a Large Type 2 Dual weigh station and with dedicated screening lanes (see Figure 22)
instead of the current in road screening and should be upgraded to comply with the design standards
in the RWBLP. The existing weigh station at Makambako on the Dar es Salaam Corridor is
recommended to become a Large Type 2 Single weigh station with in road screening in both
directions of travel (see Figure 21).

 On the Mtwara Corridor a regional weigh station was identified at Tunduru. A single deck Type 3
weigh station serving both directions of travel is recommended (see Figure 23).
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.
Figure 21: Small Type 2 weigh station (left) and Large Type 2 Single weigh station with in road
screening in both directions of travel (right)

Figure 22: Large Type 2 Dual weigh station and with dedicated screening lanes

Figure 23: Single deck Type 3 weigh station
serving both directions of travel
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1.1.10 Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance Schemes
1.1.10.1 Domestic
The Motor Vehicle Insurance Act requires that that all road users must be covered by a certain minimum
level of insurance. Sec 4(1) states that “subject to the provision of this Act, it shall not be lawful for any
person to use, or to permit any other person to use, a motor vehicle on a road unless there is in force in
relation to the use of the vehicle by that person or that other person, as the case may be, such a policy of
insurance or security in respect of Third party risks as complies with the requirement of this Act”.

.
Figure 24: Third Party Insurance Disc

1.1.10.2 Cross-Border
Tanzania is party to the COMESA Yellow Card System. It is fully operational in Tanzania. However,
problems of counterfeit yellow cards are reported. A request has been made to COMESA to implement
and information system which will limit human interventions as far as possible. There is cooperation
between fraudsters with officials, who have access to the serial numbers of the yellow cards. Duplicate
yellow card-books are then printed and operators are upon payment issued with these “yellow cards” only
to discover once a driver has been involved in an accident that he was not insured. According to the
Tanzanian Insurance Regulatory Authority, very few claims are submitted, which situation is attributed to
under-reporting of accidents and ignorance regarding the right to claim.
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ANNEXURE A: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
1 UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
This report relates to the visit performed by the Legal and IT Expert from 18 to 20 April 2016. Interviews
were held with the officials as indicated in the following table.
Name

Institution

Contact Details

Eng. Julius Chambo,
Director of Safety and
Environment

Ministry of Works, Transport &
Communication

dse@mow.go.tz

Joyce Mbunju (Ms)
Assistant Director Safety

Ministry of Works, Transport &
Communication

jcmbunju@gmail.com

Elizabeth Tagora (Ms)
Director: Policy & Planning:
Transport

Ministry of Works, Transport &
Communication

dpp@mow.go.tz,
elizabeth.tagora@mow.go.tz"

Mr Migidi
Director Policy & Planning:
Works

Ministry of Works, Transport &
Communication

Deputy Attorney General

Office of the Attorney General

Stivin Aloyce Nchimbi,
Head of Information and
Communication Unit

Ministry of Works, Transport &
Communication

Eng. Joseph V. Lwiza,
Director of Maintenance

TANROADS

Eng. Lucian H. Kilewo,
Head of Monitoring and Support
Weighbridges

TANROADS

lh.kilewo@yahoo.com"

Majaliwa Mkinga
IT Manager

TANROADS

majamkinga@gmail.com
rickson.joseph@tanroads.go.tz
+255 713 260309

Fortunatus Musilimu
Assistant Commissioner of
Police (ACP)

Staff Officer
Traffic Police HQ
Tanzania Police Force

fmusilimu05@yahoo.com
+255 713 631780/ +255 782 624243

Dep M Mpinga
CO Traffic

Traffic Police HQ
Tanzania Police Force

mrampinga@yahoo.com
mohamed.mpinga@tpf.go.tz
+255 754 360046

ASP J Msuyale
CO Vehicle Inspectors

Traffic Police HQ
Tanzania Police Force

msuyale@yahoo,com
+255 713 599010

PC David
ICT Officer

Traffic Police HQ
Tanzania Police Force

david.kaumbe@tpf.go.tz
dkaumbe@gmail.com
+255 714 236622

Gilliard W. Ngewe,
Director General

SUMATRA

dg@sumatra.go.tz

Tumaini E. Silaa (Ms)
Director Legal Services

SUMATRA

tumaini.silaa@sumatra.go.tz
tumasila@yahoo.com
+255 757 804 043
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Name

Institution

Contact Details

Geoffrey L Silanda
Manager, Road Safety &
Environment

SUMATRA

geofrey.silanda@sumatra.go.tz
+255 222 197 531

Godfrey Nsato

SUMATRA

godfrey.nsato@sumatra.go.tz

Emmanuel Ndilamha
IT Officer

SUMATRA

emmanuel.ndilanha@sumatra.go.tz
+255 758 409363

Yona A. Mwampagatwa

Tanzania Bureau of Standards

yafrica2000@yahoo.com
+255-22-2450206/ +255-784-396344

Rukia Shamte
CEO

Central Corridor Transport & Transit
Facilitation Agency (CCTTFA),
info@centralcorridor-ttfa.org

rukias@centralcorridor-ttfa.org +255
22 212 7148

Eng. Charles Sabiiti,
Infrastructure Specialist

Central Corridor Transport & Transit
Facilitation Agency (CCTTFA)

charless@centralcorridor-ttfa.org
csabiiti@yahoo.co.uk

Immaculate Morro

National Insurance Corporation (NIC)
Tanzania

immaculate.morro@nictanzania.co.tz

Salum Yusufu
Commissioner

Domestic Revenue
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA)

salum.yusufu@tra.go.tz
syusufu@tra.go.tz

Rose Mafuru (Mrs)
Manager

Motor Vehicle Registration & Driver Licensing
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA)

rose.mafuru@tra.go.tz
rmafuru@tra.go.tz

Julius Mchihiyo
Principal Tax Officer

Motor Vehicle Registration & Driver Licensing
Tanzania Revenue Authority (TRA)

jmchihiyo@tra.go.tz
0754 398378
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